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Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern RAT- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

AABELRT capable of being rated [adj] 

AABLRTY capable of being rated [adv] 

AAEEFRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

AABGRST eccentric or disagreeable person [n] 

ACEHRST mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

ACEHRTT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AFIKNRT contemptible person [n -S] 

AFHIRST marine fish [n -ES] 

AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

AEINRST heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

AGINRST relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

AINORST to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

AEIRSTT flightless bird [n] 

AEIKLRT resembling rat [adj] 

AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

AILNRST one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n] 

ANOORST to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

AANRSTT palm tree [n] 

AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

AENRSTT to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

AERRSTT animal used for catching rats [n] 

AEIRRTT infested with rats [adj] 

AILRTTY in manner suggestive of rats [adv] 

AGINRTT to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

AHIRSTT ratlike (resembling rat) [adj] 

ADELRTT to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S] 

AELRSTT to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

ANORSTT rat [n] 

ANOORTT to sprout from root planted previous year [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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AAPRRTT trap for catching rats [n -S] 

ANSWERS 

RATABLE AABELRT capable of being rated [adj] 

RATABLY AABLRTY RATABLE, capable of being rated [adv] 

RATAFEE AAEEFRT ratafia (almond-flavored liqueur) [n -S] 

RATAFIA AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

RATBAGS AABGRST RATBAG, eccentric or disagreeable person [n] 

RATCHES ACEHRST RATCH, mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

RATCHET ACEHRTT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RATFINK AFIKNRT contemptible person [n -S] 

RATFISH AFHIRST marine fish [n -ES] 

RATHOLE AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

RATINGS AGINRST RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RATITES AEIRSTT RATITE, flightless bird [n] 

RATLIKE AEIKLRT resembling rat [adj] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

RATOONS ANOORST RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

RATTANS AANRSTT RATTAN, palm tree [n] 

RATTEEN AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

RATTENS AENRSTT RATTEN, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

RATTERS AERRSTT RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n] 

RATTIER AEIRRTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RATTILY AILRTTY in manner suggestive of rats [adv] 

RATTING AGINRTT RAT, to hunt rats (long-tailed rodents) [v] 

RATTISH AHIRSTT ratlike (resembling rat) [adj] 

RATTLED ADELRTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RATTLER AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S] 

RATTLES AELRSTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RATTONS ANORSTT RATTON, rat [n] 

RATTOON ANOORTT to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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RATTRAP AAPRRTT trap for catching rats [n -S] 
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